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Abstract 

 

 

1) Purpose of Study 

Nowadays, people’s consciousness for toilets is dramatically increased in Japan, so 

demands for toilet are diversified and rose. Until today, toilets have a long history and 

of course used in many places. They are developed so fast as often as social movement 

was happened or economy was grow. At the sightseeing field, toilets position and 

facilities are also changed with big event and economy growing. 

However, toilets are not seems as important point since today. Not only the situation 

of sightseeing but also our daily life, toilets have a big influence. So in this study, 

author tries to declare the present condition toilets witch concern sightseeing and 

find the solution with some cases. 

 

2) Contents of Study 

This study looks two sites of Kurashiki city in Tottori and Ohara area in Kyoto and 

how good using toilets in those place as part of budgets. These two places use toilets so 

effective so throughout these cases, problems and possibility that have been found in 

toilets in various sightseeing areas are appear. Author tries to give the suggestion for 

them and thinks the potential of relationship between toilets and sightseeing. 

In addition, by thinking about toilet changing and recent toilet trend, the importance 

of toilets for sightseeing and changing of consciousness for toi lets are found. 

 

3) Resent of Study 

There are main 4 problems toilets in Japan. Budget, Maintenance, Lacking, Saving 

are keyword of issues. Most toilets in sightseeing area are not maintenance so well and 

this situation brings about 5K condition and make peop le’s feeling bad or reduce the 

place’s reputation. Also, lacking is big problem in sightseeing area and the facilities 

related to sightseeing. At the peak time, visitors have to wait long time just to use 

toilets. In addition, water and power saving become the important trend nowadays in 

Japan because of several disaster and of course, less budget makes all issues worse. 

However, there are also some solutions for these problems. The most important point 

is to find the best way witch fits that region. To do this, all region effort and more 

consciousness for toilets are necessary. 
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